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Get Your Inventory Under Control by Yourself 

 Your storage space is absolutely unique to you, and each piece of your fabric is also 

unique. What you need is a team that can help you design a unique operating model. 

 Only by knowing the status of each cloth you store can you truly control your inventory. 

 This is why we will design a system to automatically collect the necessary data to 

determine the close relationship between the fabrics you store and the pallets and shelves 

you use. 

 Warehouse areas and shelves can be drawn directly in EXCEL. The Bay-Row-Tier import 

system can automatically generate operable interactive web pages to accelerate the 

establishment of warehouse models. The storage areas, stocking areas and dock areas can 

all be incorporated into the visual storage system. 

 UHF RFID is used to quickly collect and check the quantity and content of the goods, 

confirm that every link in the process of entering, leaving or moving the warehouse can be 

accurate and save considerable labor costs. 

 In addition, the calculation of the intelligent distribution shelf helps you to allocate the 

shelves and select the time appropriately to improve the overall efficiency. 

 The automatic camera function after scanning the pallet by auto-sensing allows you to use 

high-resolution images to view the fabrics on the shelf in the visualized warehouse system. 

You can even see the labels and directly visually count or select the most convenient fabric 

to take out, reducing storage and transportation. The number of times that personnel turn 

over positions. 

 You can choose a team that is very professional in cloth management—Ledway 

Information. 

 

For more information, please visit our website: www.ledway.com.tw 

 

We welcome you to visit our booth no.: M1319A 
 

 

 


